1 Background

Data mining procedures can contribute useful information for the medical sector. Knowledge about relations between the vast amounts of symptoms and diseases could help generate diagnostic hypotheses about the condition of a patient or to find mistakes in the medical records. Therefore it seems promising to utilize the precise data already recorded for treatment, as far as this is possible under consideration of privacy rights.

One way to approach this task was introduced by Agrawal et al [1] in the year 1993 and is called Association Rule Mining, short ARM. Initially used to find relations between products (items) sold in retail, ARM finds sets of items, that appear frequently together in transactions and generates rules based on these item sets. These rules make predictions about which items are likely to be part of a transaction, if other items are already. In the context of medical data, ARM has already been adopted for different purposes. Abdullah et al used a modified version of ARM to find rules for a given item set based on medical billing data [9]. Séverac et al produced a set of rules which linked pathological conditions with medications [10]. Stiloul et al applied ARM on data containing conditions of diabetes patients [11] and Nahar et al examined factors for heart diseases by using ARM [12].

This thesis uses ARM to analyze symptoms and illnesses as reported in discharge summaries, as already done by Doddi et al, where ARM was used on randomly sampled transactions [13] and by Kost et al, who examined diseases co-occurrence on hierarchically structured data [14]. These discharge summaries are created at the end of a hospital admission and consist, alongside a textual description, of a list of codes which translate to observed medical characteristics of the patient. Every discharge summary is interpreted as a transaction and every medical code contained in a discharge summary as an item. The resulting association rules found by ARM will suggest characteristics that appear often in combination or as consequence of other ones.

2 Goal

The goal of this bachelor’s thesis is to first use a specialized form of ARM, called Generalized Association Rule Mining, to find relations between medical codes in discharge summaries and second to compare these findings with the results of a thesis by Jonathan Bräuer [5], which attended to predict medical codes by processing diagnoses written in natural language. Key interest is the amount and kind of overlap between false-positive codes, generated from natural
language and corresponding findings using association rule mining on the same discharge summaries, thus examining differences between the actual codes within discharge summaries in respect to the generated codes.

3 Dataset and Structure

The dataset used in this thesis is the MIMIC III database [6], which consists of medical data gathered at the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in the timespan from 2001 to 2012. It contains data for over 58,000 hospital admissions. Every admission is connected to a discharge summary, containing medical codes using the ICD9-CM classification system. In total there are around 650,000 codes assigned to the discharge summaries, thus every discharge summary contains on average 11 codes.

ICD9-CM is structured as a taxonomy with four subtrees [8], one containing symptoms and diseases, a second one containing medical procedures, a third containing not directly health related characteristics, as pregnancy and the last one mainly containing injuries. These four subtrees are divided into more specific subcategories and on the lowest levels in sub specifications of diseases, injures and procedures. For this thesis only the subtree containing diseases and symptoms is relevant. The lower level codes in this subtree consists of three digit numbers describing the diseases and up to two more digits for sub specifications. For example 001 meaning “Cholera” and 001.0 meaning “Cholera due to vibrio cholera”. The higher levels of the taxonomy are abstract categories, represented by two three digit numbers showing the range of codes that are in that category, e.g. 001-009 for “Intestinal Infectious Diseases”. These high level codes are not used on discharge summaries.

Entries in the MIMIC database can originate from different, though not all levels of the ICD9-CM taxonomy and are coded as specific as the observed medical characteristic could be determined.

4 Association Rule Mining

The input for ARM is a set of transactions. Every transactions is a set of items. The goal of ARM is to find meaningful relations between items, in form of so called association rules. These rules are structured as tuples of two item sets, the antecedent or left hand side and the consequent or right hand side of the rule. To find meaningful rules Agrawal et al proposed two measures [1]. First the support of a rule, given by the amount of occurrences of the combined item set of the rule in the transaction database and second the confidence, determined by the occurrences of the consequent divided by the support. Rules that don’t meet a minimum threshold for both these criteria are pruned from the results.

The original approach for ARM only produces rules for items with no hierarchical structure. However the given dataset is based on the ICD9-CM standard, which incorporates a taxonomy with growing specificity on every level. Therefore the original approach of ARM could not derive rules for generalizations, also called ancestors, of items. If for example the transaction database would only contain entries for 001.1 ARM would not be able to generate rules with the code 001. Furthermore if a transaction contains a descendants of an item this entry would not be counted to the support of the ancestor. Imagine a database that contains some transactions with code 001 and some with code 001.0. Further suppose that both codes appear
less frequent than the minimum support, but combined appear more frequent. ARM would not find any rules for 001, which is obviously not correct as every entry for 001.0 also should be counted as an entry for 001.

Therefore a Generalized Association Rule Mining approach will be applied for this thesis. First introduced by Srikan et al in 1995 [4], Generalized Association Rule Mining, or GARM, allows the usage of hierarchical structured data. It incorporates the taxonomy the items are arranged in and is able to find rules for items originating from different levels of the hierarchy. This is achieved by expanding all transactions with the ancestors for every item contained in the transaction. For example a transaction with the entry 001.0 (Cholera due to vibrio cholera) would be expanded with 001 (cholera). Because the higher levels of the taxonomy are only abstract categories, those will not be considered. Afterwards redundant item sets, containing items and their ancestors will be pruned.

GARM will be implemented using the FP-tax algorithm by Pramudiono et al [3], which builds on the FP-growth algorithm by Han et al [2]. FP-Growth is more efficient than the originally by Agrawal et al introduced Apriori algorithm [1], because it doesn’t uses candidate generation, but instead builds a frequent pattern tree to find all wanted item sets. FP-tax expands FP-growth to incorporate the taxonomy, the dataset is based on. For FP-growth the implementation in the SPMF Data-Mining library [7] will be modified to fit FP-tax.

When generating the rules two additional pruning methods, alongside minimum thresholds for support and confidence will be used. First only rules with one element in the consequent will be generated. Because the main interest of the thesis is the comparison with the predicted codes from the Thesis by Bräuer [5], it is not necessary to mine rules with larger consequents. This will be explained in the evaluation section. Second this thesis uses a pruning strategy proposed by Srikan et al in the original paper about GARM [4], to prune non interesting rules. For all rules that have ancestors, meaning a rule containing at least one ancestor of an item from the original rule, it will be checked if this rule has lower support than expected by examining the support of the ancestor-rule. If this is the case the rule can be pruned, because it doesn’t contain any new information.

5 Comparison

The baseline for the comparison are the predicted codes from the thesis by Bräuer [5]. It will be carried out by using all codes that were detected as false positive on the corresponding discharge summary. For every code, all rules with this code as the consequent will be selected. Then it will be checked if the antecedent of any of these rules is a subset of the corresponding expanded transaction set, which also contains its items ancestors. If this holds true for at least one rule there is indication that this item should have been part of the discharge summary and was forgotten.

In a second step it will be examined if there are rules for ancestors or descendants of generated codes, which didn’t had a matching rule already. For codes whose descendent has a matching rule it can be argued that the code isn’t specific enough and vice versa if there is a rule for an ancestor that the generated code is to specific.
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